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may contain some TRUTH

A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2401 171 West Tamar H’way Trevallyn Hare: Sheila

The 2401 Run In Sheila’s Back Yard

Last week’s Kate Reed Nature Recreation Reserve and allegations that it may win best summer run were this week
proved to be groundless. Kate may well have some good hashing tracks and SloMo did make good use of the area but
along with dangerous jostling mountain bikes the lack of suitable OnOn site we were forced to transfer to Pash’s pad
some 4km away needlessly spewing another 19.4kg of carbon into the atmosphere. In comparison Sheila’s extended
back yard has it all – convenience, multiple all season running trails with views to die for, access to the Cataract Gorge
(the state’s second most popular attraction), environmentally sustainable carbon neutral OnOn site with unique tessellated pavement, centrally heated fire pot, off street parking, perfectly pouring beer, luxury BBQ facilities, close to pubs
& clubs and centrally located for the Riverside Crew.
Despite the Ca(OH)2 trail leading ominously up the steepness of Sheila’s back yard the assembled hashers departed
with half-hearted enthusiasm. It wasn’t long before the first balls were busted, Boong aided by a sympathetic Sheep
Dip wearing his own wounds had returned with a distressing medical situation and symptoms of shortness of breath,
blurred vision, palpitations and spotting. Luckily Sheep Dip was first aid savvy and treated each symptom - administered Salbutamol, found his glasses, sat him in recovery position, gave him a grail of beer and two baby wipes. Meanwhile the pack leaders were at the surge shaft checking for trail when Thumbs’ 20/20 vision picks two consecutive
white blotches on the far hill. SFA was nowhere to be seen. Sheila had done his best to conceal the trail but not good
enough for the ultra-perceptive senses of the old Hans. Oh no, mountain bikes; could this be another confrontation
like last week’s stand off? nah, just kids keeping to their own berms. Atop the next plateau a decision to be made –
“Wankers” trail or follow the “Real Men” trail? The majority of the pack was more aptly suited to the Wanker trail but
personal pride motivated them to tackle the straight ahead rise for Real Men. Fingers unashamedly took a left turn
with Bendover to keep him company. The SFW was nowhere to be seen. By now some of the Real Men were starting
to wish they had been a Wanker as they trekked a Gorge fire trail and hit yet another hill, this time a 45 degree angle
downward into a check at the Gorge access road. No more trail was found and much to some hashers disgust the On
Home was not in the Trevallyn Rotund but located in the Max Fry area where the wankers had been some 15 minutes
before. The SFW was nowhere to be seen.

ON ON:
Back at the OnOn Boong was now fully recovered and cleaned up, the wankers had settled in and the real
men were returning. The SFW was now to be seen. “Where have you been you SFW?” “ya yaya!
yatrailyalime yanooneyayagoodrunya.” SFW!!! Loggy, on his return from grey nomading, was sporting a
1984 Dermott Brereton hair style. He was confused and though he was still Hash Lip and tried to take
charge of the circle; he sculled twice for undisclosed misdemeanours that occurred on his Australian sabbatical. Goblet was not drumming up too much custom with hashers otherwise indisposed so Sheila fired
up the “We’re open for business lighting” – like moths to a flame - job done. It’s no secret the Beer outside of Riverside is usually shit and Sheila generally cops the blame for fucking with the gas but perfect
beer here tonight – what’s the answer? Obvious, we need more runs at Riverside!!! A mirror shine on
the barby thanks to Pash but soon crusted by various marinades, A sad story came to the fore about Libby on a shopping trip; apparently she was busy shopping in Sportsgirl when she realised she had forgotten
to lock her car AND her prize 2019 Collingwood Guernsey personally signed by the whole team was on
display in the back. She hurried back to the car but it was too late – another five had been thrown in on
top. Sculls were done and the Monks rigged was drawn with salubrious prizes going to the lucky winners.
Now that’s Summer Run Of The Year? !!!!

The 2019 Committee The Committee that “Isn't afraid to make changes ”
GM: Boong JM: Rickshaw, Hash Cash: Goblet, Monk: Tyles Trail Master: Abba, Horn: Bendover, Lip: Sheila, Scribe: Run report
is now done each week by the Hare, Web Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Thumbs

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 5th November 96 Magazine Rd Dilston Hare: Loggie

Have you set a run recently if you have not the Trail master may nominate you soon
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) LH4

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 7th November Newstead Pub Hare: dip Stick
Joke of the Week

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
Oh shit I forgot
to do last weeks
Run Report

Oh shit I forgot to
do the run report
2 weeks ago

Don’t worry I
still have not
done run 2213

